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Ambient Advertising - Jurassic Park Crushed Cars
EIFF is an annual celebration of everything film in June. As a primarily public funded arts event,
EIFF aims to showcase the best in filmmaking from around the world and make it accessible for
all. EIFF also aims to build awareness and reputation amongst audiences, the arts and festivals
sector, and the film industry.
To raise awareness of EIFF 2013, and the special Jurassic Park 3D IMAX screening, I decided to
create a piece of ambient advertising and place crushed cars in the city centre. The objectives
for EIFF Marketing, is to engage audiences and drive attendances to EIFF screenings and events.
The Jurassic Park Crushed Cars activity therefore had to engage the public and raise awareness
of the festival (and of course the film screening itself).
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Fundamentally, the target audience for EIFF is as wide as possible as we want to attract new
audiences as well as develop existing audiences and the cinema-going public. For this
ambient advertising specifically, the target audience were young, mainstream urbanites.
The best ambient advertising is in essence simple but actually there can be a lot of planning
and production in the delivery, especially as more often than not external parties are
involved for approval. In doing something so non-traditional you can also spend much of
your time trying to work out how to create the activity and find a suitable resource or
production house to help with the delivery.
The key challenge was overseeing the logistics of executing the stunt with maximum
integrity to the idea while also negotiating third party approval and ensuring health and
safety standards were adhered to.
The activity had to be deliverable on time, on budget and with the limited resource
available. The initial concept came to me only a month before the Festival itself but much of
the planning and execution didn’t happen until a couple of weeks before the execution day.
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The Jurassic Park Crushed Cars was only an auxiliary part of the Festival’s marketing
campaign, and a personal passion in the end, so it was a hands-on project really in that I
pitched the idea to the council for approval, sourced a metal works supplier, created the
vinyl artwork, directed the car crushing personally and then assisted with the car drops at
the different sites. I needed to coordinate the drops early in the morning so they were ready
for the peak rush hour period with the most traffic and footfall. To maximise engagement,
EIFF promotional staff were also on site to connect with the public and support the activity
with print distribution.
The activity went ahead without any major problems or issues and there were strong
engagement levels from public, press and industry. The cars were placed at two significant
footfall points in the city centre, including the key image point underneath Edinburgh Castle
on the city’s busiest street (Princes Street). It was important to make this key image for
press purposes.
The activity generated online coverage from government and tourism bodies, industry
publications and culture magazines. The EIFF screening sold out by the end of the day of the
activity and EIFF received personal acclaim from film distributors and creative industry
leaders.
The call-to-action on the car banners drove traffic to edfilmfest.org.uk and the website
received the highest number of total visits and unique visits on the day of the activity. There
was a lot of social media coverage through tourism bodies, industry hubs and culture
publications which naturally generated positive comments including “very cool, can’t wait to
see these” (VisitScotland Facebook).
“Jurassic Park 3D was shown in IMAX, as part of the festival on Monday night. To celebrate
this, a number of ‘dinosaur ravaged’ cars were placed throughout Edinburgh city centre,
including outside Edinburgh Castle and on Princes Street.” (VisitScotland)
“A Tyrannosaurus Rex has been on the rampage through Edinburgh – despite being extinct
for the last 65 million years. The aftermath of the mischievous carnivore’s car-crushing antics
caused bemusement among shoppers on Princes Street and Lothian Road, until they realised
it was, in fact, an advertising stunt promoting an IMAX 3D screening of Jurassic Park as part
of the Edinburgh International Film Festival.” (www.travelandtourworld.com)
“T-Rex causes mayhem on the street of Edinburgh… OK, not quite. The stunt was a
promotion for an IMAX 3D screening of Jurassic Park at the Edinburgh International Film
Festival.” (The Drum)
The advertising worked because it brought the proposition to life and stimulated people’s
imagination. The objective was to raise awareness of the EIFF screening as well as the
festival itself and the ambient stunt engaged audiences and press to drive attendances and
generate media coverage.
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By considering all the parameters and keeping the activity realistically achievable, the idea
was effectively realised and this is key in ambient advertising; it has to simply deliver a
message and be a workable creation.
I would certainly utilise ambient advertising again, if the idea is good and activity is right it
can have great short-term and long-term results. I also created the Warhol Can Columns for
the National Galleries of Scotland in 2007 which won marketing awards and drove recordbreaking results for the Warhol exhibition. I believe ambient advertising is without doubt an
effective marketing tool.
Key points for effective practice:
•
•
•
•
•

Ensure the idea is engaging – be it shocking, unique, humorous, puzzling.
Bring the idea to life and capture the imagination of your audiences, but keep it
simple.
While still being creative, remember the activity is only useful if it can actually be
executed so consider timing, cost, stakeholders etc. as key prerequisites.
Don’t lose sight of your objective and why you are trying to engage audiences.
Don’t forget the big picture, maximise the impact from the activity and think of how
it can help develop your brand.
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